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1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently a great accent is on the developing of non 

poluting technologies. On of this technologies is 

represented by the the develop of electric and hybrid 

electric vehicles. Along with the decrease of fossil fuels 

and the increase of fuel prices for normal vehicles, the 

electric and hybrid electric vehicles develop even faster 

than before.   

Although the electic vehicle is considered to be the 

zero emission vehicle, the lack of infrastructure, 

batteries high cost to produce and replace combined 

with the low range and long times to reload, make the 

hybrid vehicle to be a better candidate, for now, as a 

„green” vehicle. 

A hybrid vehicle uses a normal combustion engine 

coupled with an electric generator. The generator 

produces energy that is stored in the batteries, which 

power one or more electric motors. Three types of 

hybrid topologies are used today: series, paralled and 

power split. In this paper a split system is analysed. The 

system is composed from an synchronous motor and a 

synchronous generator. In the  hybrid split topology the 

combustion engine is not mechanically connected to the 

wheels. It drives the electrical generator that produces 

electrical power. The wheels are conected to an 

electrical motor feeded either from the generator or 

from batteries through an rectifier-inverter system.  

The system proposed in this paper uses an 

synchronous permanent magnet generator and a 

synchronous permanent magnet motor. This 

construction is different from normal cases. Generally 

the two machines are separate, but in this case they 

have the same rotor armature. The advantage of this 

construction is that it behaves like an speed reducer, 

reducing the rotating speed of the combustion engine in 

a ratio of 2:1. The system can be used without a 

gearbox, if the motor is properly controlled. It can also 

be used with a permanent continuously variable 

transmission (used on Toyota Prius). Thus, the training 

assembly can be reduced. 

The two machines feature separated magnetic fluxes, 

although the rotor is common. This was achieved by 

using a Halbach array for the generator and a flux 

barrier in the rotor yoke.
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2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE   

The overall scheme of the motor-generator assembly 

is given in Figure 1.  The constructive parts are:  

o       Generator inner stator, connected to the 

combustion engine.  

o       Electric motor stator. 

o       Windings. 

o       Permanent magnets. 

o       Common rotor connected to gearbox 

o       Slip rings 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Design of the motor-generator assembly 

 

The combustion engine turns the generator interior 

stator until it reaches the synchronous speed. The 

common rotor is fixed in this period of time. The 

generator synchronous speed (1500 rpm) may match the 

combustion engine idle speed. Once the generator 

reaches the synchronous speed, the electric motor 

controll can dictate it’s start up. The common rotor will 

have the same sense of rotation as the generator interior 

stator.  The electric motor control can be made via a 

rectifier inverter with PWM signals, or a frequency 

converter.  This type of control is required to maintain 

the generator speed close to synchronous, when the 

combustion engine increases the rotation speed. When 

this happens the electric engine will have to match it’s 

speed for the generator internal speed in relation to the 

speed of the rotor to be maintained close to 

synchronous.  

The generator interior stator has permanent magnet 

excitation. The magnets are arranged in a Halbach 

array.  Although this configuration requires a bigger 

permanent magnet volume, it has some advantages:  

o The elimination of feromagnetig material in 

the yoke.  

o The elimination of iron losses.  

o The induced voltages have a sinusoidal 

waveform.  

o Lower inertia.  

The elimination of feromagnetic material from the 

yokes construction can compensate, in some manner, 

the increased cost caused by using a bigger volume of 

permanent magnet.  

In this paper the no-load operation for the motor-

generator assembly is analised. The study is based on 

FEM analysis and uses the FLUX 2D package, 

produced by CEDRAT.  

3. PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS 
MOTOR ANALYSIS 

The syncronous motor used in this paper has a 

classical construction. The only difference from the 

normal case is the fact that it has shares the rotor frame 

with the generator.  
Table 1 shows the main constructive parameteres of 

the permanent magnet synchronous motor. 

 

Table 1 

Main constructive parameteres 

Item Value 

Motor length 300 mm 

Inner stator diameter 300 mm 

Outer stator diameter 380 mm 

Outer rotor diameter 299.6 mm 

Air gap length 0.6  mm 

PM width 2   mm 

PM coverage angle 90
0
 

Number of poles 4 

Rated speed 1500 rpm 

Number of slots 36 

 

The motor has an output rated designed power of P= 

75 kW, the nominal voltage is U= 400 V at a frequemcy 

of f= 50 Hz.  

Syncronous operation speed is considered to be 1500 

rpm, the machine has a 2p= 4 number of poles. 

The stator contains 36 oval shape slots with parallel 

wall theeth. The three phase stator winding is a single 

layer distributed type. Each stator slot is crossed by 16 

wires with a cross-section diameter of 3.55 mm and a 

rated phase current of In= 54 A.  

Figure 2 shows the stator slot windings and the rotor 

magnet distribution.  
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Fig. 2. Motor stator and rotor construction 

 

The magnets used for the motor excitation system are 

NdFeB permanent magnets with remanent magnetic 

flux, Br = 1.1 T, magnetic permittivity µr = 1.1 and 

coercive force, Hc = 871 kA/m. In Figure 3 the flux line 

distribution and the flux density color maps are 

presented. 

 
Fig. 3. Flux lines distribution and flux density color maps 

 

As it can be seen the two machines have separate 

fluxes, the interference between the tow generated fluxes 

is reduced. The flux density is close to the value of 2 T, in 

the stator and rotor yoke. This value can be achieved 

without any problems by the new materials used in 

laminated cores. 

The FEM approach is based on a magnetostatic 

analysis and uses small changes in the rotor angle position, 

for each position the torque value is calculated. The 

resulting torque versus time waveform is given in Figure 

4. 

 
Fig. 4. Torque versus time 

 

As it can be noticed the torque has a waveform close 

to a sinusoidal one, as expected. The maximum torque 

value is around 360 N/m. 

The motor can be fed from an inverter-converter 

system with controlled power transistors, either by 

PWM technique or by a frequency converter. The 

second solution of feeding the motor would be easyer to 

use because the phase voltage produced by the 

generator is perfectly sinusoidal. 

4. PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS 
GENERATOR ANALYSIS 

The generator used for producing the electric power in 

this assembly it’s represented by a syncrhonous permanent 

magnet type. In this case the magnets are disposed in a 

Halbach array. The advantages of this array are:  

o The generated voltage is sinusoidal 

o The outside of the magnet pole is isolated from 

magnetic field lines. 

o The yokes can be manufactured from non-

feromagnetic materials. 

Although the Halbach array has some advantages, 

the major disatvantage for this array of permanent 

magnets, it’s represented by the usage of bigger 

volumes of magnet.  

The generator construction is reversed from classical 

topologies, the stator is placed inside the rotor, the two 

machines sharing the rotor armature. 

Table 2 shows the main constructive parameters for 

the permenent magnet generator. 
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Table 2 

Main constructive parameteres 

Item Value 

Generator length 300 mm 

Inner stator diameter 75 mm 

Outer stator diameter 210 mm 

Inner rotor diameter 210.6 mm 

Air gap length 0.6  mm 

PM width 15   mm 

PM coverage angle 22.5
0
 

PM number 16 

Number of poles 4 

Rated speed 1500 rpm 

Number of slots 36 

 

The generator has an output rated designed power of 

P= 65 kW, the genrated voltage is U= 300 V at a 

frequemcy of f= 50 Hz. The generator has a lower power 

than the motor due to limitations caused by space. 

Syncronous operation speed is considered to be 1500 

rpm, the machine has a 2p= 4 number of poles. The 

operation speed for the generator is 1500 in respect to the 

rotor armature. It has been considered that if the thermal 

engine incresesc from idle rpm to a higher value,the motor 

will accelerate the rotor armature to a coresponding speed, 

thus the generator operating at speeds close to syncronysm 

all the time. 

The NdFeB magnets were used in this case too, the 

high value of the remanent flux causing higher values for 

the induced voltages. 

The stator contains 36 oval shape slots with parallel 

wall theeth. The three phase stator winding is a single 

layer distributed type. Each stator slot is crossed by 31 

wires with a cross-section diameter of 2.66 mm and a 

rated phase current of In= 43 A. The generator 

construction can be seen in Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Motor stator and rotor construction 

 

The FEM approach in this case is based on a transient 

analysis. The motor stator winding is fed in such manner 

that the established magnetic field is static, used only to 

determine if the two magnetic fields come in contact. 

In Figure 6 the field lines and the flux density color 

maps are presented. 

 

 Fig. 6. Flux lines distribution and flux density color maps 

 

As it can be seen the two generated fluxes interact 

due to the magnets displaced at 90
0
, but this interaction 

is reduced. The stator yoke and the flux barrier are 

constructed from non feromagnetic matterial. As 

expected the flux density in the generator is lower than 

in the motor.  

The phase induced voltages are presented in Figure 

7.  

 
Fig. 7. Three phase induced voltages 

 

 As it can be seen from Figure 7 the tension 

waveform is almost sinusoidal, and has a maximum 

value of approximately 365 V. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

� The presented construction has the advantage of 

using the same space and the same rotor for the 

two machines. 

� The combustion engine no longer drives the 

wheels, it runs the generator that powers the 

electric motor. 

� The motor-generator system can e used without a 

gearbox reducing the drivetrain assemby. 

� The motor needs proper control in order to 

maintain the generator speed close to 

synchronous. 

� The drive system must contain a battery in order 

to suplly the motor with the required power, 

due to the fact that the generator has a lower 

rated power.  
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